
Collecting Evidence of 
Learning with Portfolios





Learning Intentions

u Consider pedagogies and practices to support 
making student learning and growth visible 
using portfolios as part of Communicating 
Student Learning

u Review the CSL Guidelines for Portfolios
u Collaborate and enhance relationships with 

other educators
u Make professional learning visible



Learning Intentions

uWhat?
uWhy?
uHow?



Starting Points

uCollecting Evidence and Portfolios
uCommunicating Student Learning iBook

uPages 48-53 
uCommunicating Student Learning Plan

uPages 25-30 (WES)
uPages 23-28 (Grey Mountain)





What are portfolios!?



What are portfolios!?

uPortfolios are a purposeful selection of 
work that feature: 

ua student’s effort
uprogress 
uachievement over time



What are portfolios!?

u”To use portfolios and collections of 
evidence in your classroom is to engage 
in an inquiry process where, together, 
students and teachers investigate growth 
and progress over time” (Davies, Herbst & 
Augusta, p.22).



Remember what it is NOT!

It is not a 
glorified 

scrapbook!





Know Your Why!? –Michael Jr.



What connections do you make 
between the video and portfolios?



Simon Sinek



Why!?

u The purpose is to engage students in 
reflecting and assessing their own 
learning.





Why!?

u To share with an authentic audience at 
student-parent-teacher conference





5 Structures
p.33

What structure 
makes sense for 

you in your 
context?



How?

u There is not one way!



Toolbox – Where will your portfolio 
live?



Portfolio Framework: 3 Essential Parts



Evidence

u Evidence of what the learner knows, what they 
can do, and/or what they understand.  This 
includes photos, videos or documents.



Evidence : Be purposeful!



Learning

uMeaningful description of the learning 
task, learning standards or an assessment
of student progress gives evidence of 
learning.  Over time, this evidence will 
demonstrate growth and shift learning to 
shared ownership.



“Who owns the learning?” – Alan 
November



Voice

uWith the inclusion of student (and perhaps 
parent) voices, ownership of learning 
shifts from teacher focused to shared 
ownership by students, parents and 
teachers.



Voice



Voice - Prompts

uWES, p. 28-29
uGrey Mountain, p. 26-27



Voice



Choose 1 picture.  What could be 
added to this evidence to make it a 
meaningful portfolio entry?





Criteria for Successful Portfolios and 
Conferences

WES:
Classroom teachers, page 25
Specialist teachers, page 30

Grey Mountain:
Classroom teachers, page 25
Specialist teachers, page 30



Showing Learning Over Time



Showing Learning Over Time





Explaining the Thinking



Explaining the Thinking



Celebrating the Learning



Celebrating the Learning





Questions and 
Responses –
Page 81



Choose 1 question to 
read.  Share the key 
ideas with your group 
members.



Conferences

uThe purpose of the student-parent-
teacher conference is to share the 
portfolio.

uPortfolio Recording Form



What do you notice about Core 
Competencies and portfolios?



Resources



“The person 
who is working 
the hardest is 
learning the 
most.” 
(Anne Davies)



Questions to Ponder

u What is my purpose?
u What will my students learn by keeping a 

portfolio?
u How will it be presented and who will view it?
u Where will you store it?
u When will my students work on it?
u How much time will be given to portfolios?



Exit Card - What? So what?  Now 
what?





















Knowing What Counts – Jelly Bean 
Books



Roundtable Check in

u To me portfolios are…
u I wonder...
u I don’t understand...
uOne question I have...
u I hope to learn...
uOther...


